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IN MEMORIAM: FREDERICK W. STAMM
Frederick W.Stammwas an early member ofthe Kentucky Ornithological Society
and with his wife, Anne L. Stamm, represented all that was best in our organization.
His contribution to Kentucky ornithology wouldhave been rich if he had done nothing
more than encourage and participate in Anne L. Stamm's lifelong interest in birds.
But there was much more.
He was a distinguished professoroffinance in the School ofBusiness, University
of Louisville and served in various important administrative roles with distinction.
It was possible to know Mr. Stamm for some time before realizing the recognition
and respect he had earned in his ownfield. He worehis honorsso simplythat they
were often cloaked by the genial and uhaffected outer man.
His marriage led him to an avocationin birding, and he made his own contribu
tions to Kentucky ornithology with a number of significant field notes. In 1962 the
BeckhamBird Club gave him their award "for constructive contributions to Kentucky
Ornithology." More important to all of us, however, was his life-long commitment to
the Kentucky Ornithological Society. He held several offices fromtime to time and
in an unofficial capacity gave time and effort to the Society. He often voluntarily
audited the annual treasurer's report.
Of equal or even greater importance, he was a voice of wisdom and experience
in the Society'smeetings. He seldomfailed to express himself firmly but always with
down-to-earth good sense when he felt strongly about an issue important to the
Society. As it grows and encounters new problems we will greatly miss his voice.
The part of him we knew best was the warmth and friendliness with which he
met everyone. He genuinely liked people. He enjoyed life as he found it, and made
us feel better because we knew him.
Clell Peterson
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THE FALL SEASON, 1992
Burt L. Monroe. Jr. and Anne L. Stamm
Temperature for the months ofAugust and September was below normal, and
for October and November above normal, resulting in a relatively pleasant fall.
Rainfall for the months ofAugust, September and November was above normal,
especially the4.71 inches inLouisville inAugust; October was slightlybelownormal.
Abbreviations: Anch = Anchorage, Jefferson County; BH = Bailey Hoilow,
Calloway County; BWMA = Ballard Wildlife Management Area, Ballard County;
BD = Barkley Dam, Lyon County; BCNP = Beargrass Creek Nature Preserve,
Louisville, Jefferson County; BBC = Beckham Bird Club; BF = Bemheim Forest,
Bullitt County; BPS = Big Pond Sanctuary, Grayson County; Bon = Bondurant,
Fulton County; CEL = Camp Ernst Lake, near Burlington, Boone County; CRL -
Cave Run Lake, Rowan County; Dan = Danville, Boyle County; DL = Dewey Lake,
Floyd County; DD = Dix Dam, Mercer County; EBPP = East Bend Power Plant!
Boone County; Falls = Palls ofthe Ohio, Louisville, Jefferson County; GRCP ='
George Rogers Clark Park, Louisville, Jefferson County; Har = Harlan, Harlan
County; Hick = Hickman, Fulton County; JC = Jonathan Creek, Calloway County;
KD - Kentucky Dam, Livingston/Marshall counties; L#9 = Lake No. 9, Fulton
County; LPew = Lake Pewee, Hopkins County; LBL = Land Between the Lakes,
Lyon County; Lou = Louisville, Jefferson County; Mad = Madisonville, Hopkins
County; MCNP = Mammoth Cave National Park, Edmonson County Mayf =
M^air Basins, Louisville, Jefferson County; Mid = Middletown quarry, eastern
Jefferson County; MCFH = Minor E. Clark Fish Hatchery, Rowan County NBSP
= Natural Bridge State Park, Powell County; OFL = Owsley Fork Lake, Jackson
County; Par =Paradise Plant, Muhlenberg County; PHSM = Peabody Homestead
Surface Mme, Ohio County; SWMA = Sauerheber Wildlife Management Area, Hen
derson County; SP = E. P. "Tom" Sawyer Park, eastern Jefferson County; SD =
Smithland Dam, Livingston County; UKAEF = University ofKentucky Agricultural
Experimental Farm, Lexington, FayetteCounty.
Loons through Herons —Single Com. Loons were noted at KD, Oct. 3 (BM, KL)
on the Ohio River at Lou, Nov. 6 (calling) and Nov. 27 (BM), and at LPew, Nov. 16(JH); first recorded at CRL, Oct. 17, numbers reached 101 on Nov. 7 (FB); 12 were
at the Falls, Oct. 31 (JB, PB); 2-3 were onOFL, Nov. 11-28 (AR, TR); and 13 were
at JC, Nov. 18 (M.Easley, /Ide CP); and a total of72 birds was observed onDL, Nov.
7 (KN). Three Red-throated Loons were present on CRL near Alfrey Boat Ramp,
Nov. 7, in a group ofCom. Loons (FB). Pied-billed Grebes were present throughout
theperiod with scattered reports from BWMA, JC,BH, LPew, DD, DL theLou area
and Griffin Park, Bowling Green, Warren Co. (CP, MM, BM, JH, MSt, KN) with up
to12presentat LPew Oct. 22andNov. 11(JH). Single Homed Grebes wereobserved
on Mid, Oct. 24 (BM, MM, MS) and CEL, Nov. 17 (LMc); and 4-11 were present on
the Ohio River at Lou and the Falls, Nov. 7-27 (BM). Double-crested Cormorants
were widespread throughout Kentucky during thisseason, with reports from Warsaw(Gallatin Co.), Par, Falls, JC, BH, LBL, Majd", Petersburg and Walton (Boone Co )
DD, Lou and MCFH (LMc, BM, MM, BMHI, MS, JB, PB, CP, AR TR FB)- high
counts included 58 at Falls, Sep. 3 (MS), 84 at Silo Overlook, LBL, Aug. 2^ and
±350there, Nov. 19(CP). Single individuals ofthe rare Least Bitternwere observed
twice: Mayfield Bottoms, Yellow Dog cut-off, Carlisle Co, Aug.6 (CP) and SWMA
Oct. iO (MS, KOS field trip) [the latter is the latest Kentucky date by four days]!
Great Blue Herons were widespread throughout the state (KC, BM, MM, MS, JB,
PB, JH, LR, CP, FB), with high counts of 24 at Falls, Sep. 26 (MS), and 45 at Jc!
Nov. 19 (CP). Great Egrete were common asindividuals and small groups through
most ofwestern Kentucky (CP, MS), with a maximum of16 noted flying to roost
Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMHI); records elsewhere included singles 2 miles southeast
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Providence, Hopkins Co., Aug. 16(BM, MM, BMIH), andat EBPP, Oct. 24(LMc, JC,
KCa), 3-4 at Falls, Aug. 18-23 (JB,PB, BM), and 2 at Dan,Sep. 18 (MM); and 1-2
at MCFH, Aug. 1-Nov. 18 (FB). There were a few Snowy Egrets noted in western
Kentucky: 2 at L#9, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS); 3 at BWMA, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS); 4
in Bardwell Bottoms, Carlisle Co., Aug. 6 (CP); one in Fulton Co., Aug.22 (BM, MM,
BMIII); and a mixedgroupof16 immature Little Blue Heronsand Snowy Egrets at
Mitchell Lake, BWMA, Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMUD. Most sightings of Little Blue
Herons were from western Kentucky: 3 adults and one immature at L#9, Aug. 2
(BM, MM, MS) and 1 there, Aug. 22(BM, MM, BMHI), from 2-10 at BWMA, Aug.
2-21 (BM, MM, MS, CP), and 11 flying to roost in Fulton Co., Aug. 22 (BM, MM,
BMTTT); a single adult Little Blue Heron was at the Falls, Aug. 18 (BM); and 2
immatures wereat CRL, Aug. 3-4(FB). Individualsand smallgroupsofCattle Egrets
were fairly common in western Kentucky untilmid-August (BM, MM, MS, CP), with
a maximum of 37 at BWMA; one was also reported from the Falls, Nov. 3 (MS).
Green-backedHerons were widespread throughout the state, with late dates of 1 at
MCFH, Sep. 25 (FB), 1 in Livingston Co., Oct. 3 (BM, KL), 4 at DD, Oct. 8, and 1
there, Oct. 9 (MM). Black-crowned Night-Herons were reported from threelocations:
8-10 were at BD. Aug. 1-22 (BM, MM, BMIII, MS); up to a dozen were at the Falls
through most ofthe period (BM, MM, MS, JB, PB), witha late dateof2 there, Nov.
3 (BM, MS); and 1-5 were present at MCFH from Aug. 3 to Sep. 19(FB). The only
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron notedwas one at the Falls, Aug. 23 (JB, PB).
WaterfowJ —A single, bluemorph Snow Goose wasat Dan, on the relatively early
date ofSep. 23 (MM). Canada Geese were widespread through the state, with high
counts at Mitchell Lake, BWMA, of 106, Oct. 27, and +500, Oct. 14 (CP). Peak
numbers of Wood Ducks were 62 at JC, Aug. 28 (MMi) and 80, Sep. 1 (CP). Two
Green-winged Teal were at theFalls, Aug. 23 (JB, PB), with peak numbers there of
16 on Nov. 6 and 9 (BM); 9 at JC, Sep. 15 (CP); 23 on LPew,Nov. 11, and 20 there,
Nov. 16 (JH); and a dozen at Honker Lake, LBL, Nov. 19 (CP). Small numbers of
Am. Black Ducks (generally 2-6) were present in western Kentucky through the
season (CP); 1-2 were also at DD, Sep. 15-Oct. 8 (MM), and35at LPew, Nov. 16(JH).
Mallards were abundant through most of the state, with several flocksup to 200 at
BWMA, Ky. Lake, andL.Barkley (CP), and85+ in Seneca Park,Lou., Sep. 2 (AS).
Twenty N.Pintails were at JC, Oct. 9,50at BH, Oct. 10, and16at BWMA, Oct. 14
(CP); one was noted at SWMA, Oct. 10 (MS, KOS field trip); 3 were at EBPP, Oct.
24 (LMc, JC, KCa); and a pair was present at Mayf, Nov. 3 (MS). There were many
small groups (6-20) ofBlue-winged Teal in western Kentucky, with a maximum of
24 at JC, Sept. 24 (CP); 3 were noted at PHSM, Aug. 16 (BM, MM, BMIH); small
groups of2-7 were in Dan, Sep. 15-26 (MM); 4 were at the Falls, Aug. 23 (JB, PB)
and 10 there, Sept. 16 (BM); up to 12 at MCFH, Sep. 12-19 (FB); and 3-6 were at
DD, Sep. 17-23 (MM). Gadwall were present at the Falls, witha maximum of25-I-,
Oct. 24 and 28, Nov. 6 (BM, MM, MS); and in western Kentucky there were 30 at
JC, Oct. 9,and106 there. Oct. 27 (CP), ±200 at BH, Oct. 10, and10at BWMA, Oct.
14 (CP) Eight Am. Wigeon were noted on Oct. 9 at JC, and another 8 at Honker
Lake, LBL, on this date (CP); 20 were at BWMA, Oct. 14 (CP); 25 wereat LPew,
Oct. 22(JH); singles were at UKAEF, Nov. 8 (WD) and the Falls,Nov. 12(BM); and
high counts were recorded at BH with 148, Oct. 27, and 80, Nov. 19 (CP). Three
Canvasbacks appeared at JC, Oct. 19 (CP); and on Nov. 16, 15wereat LPew (JH),
and two on the OhioRiver, Lou., Nov.16 (MS). Nine Redheads were on Clear Creek
Lake, Bath Co., Oct. 19 (FB); 7 were at HonkerLake, LBL, Oct. 27 (CP); 15 were at
CRL, Nov. 1 (FB); and7 wereonLPew, Nov. 11 (JH). Therewerescattered reports
offlocks ofRing-necked Ducks: 48 were at JC, Oct. 19(CP); 50+ were onOFL, Oct.
22-Nov. 8 (AR, TR); 22+ were on LPew, Oct. 22-Nov. 24, with a peak of 260, Nov.
16 (JH); 60were onthe UKAEF, Nov. 8 (WD); a single individual appeared onMid,
Nov. 5,witha peakof33,Nov. 25(BM); andup to 12were presentat the Falls,Nov.
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6-7 (BM). The only Lesser Scaups recorded were 50 + at the Falls, Nov. 6-7 (BM)
and71onOFL, Nov. 13(AR, TR). Asingle BlackScoter wasnoted onthe Ohio River
at-Lou, Oct. 31 (MS), with 2 there, Nov. 6 (BM). EightSurfScoters were onthe Ohio
River at Lou, Nov. 1 (MS), with 1 there Nov. 14-16 (BM, MS). The lone report ofa
Com. Goldeneye at JC, Oct. 27, was the earliest Kentucky record by six days (CP).
Flocks of Buffleheads were noted on the Ohio River, Lou, Nov. 6-27, with a peak of
two Hocks totaling 68 birds, Nov. 27 (BM); a flock of9 was observed at DL, Nov 7(KN); flocks were at MCFH, Nov. 1-18, with a peak of35 there on Nov. 15 (PB); and
two were seen on LPew, Nov. 24(JH). Hooded Mergansers were at JCwith 48, Oct.
19(CP), at BPS with6,Nov. 13 (LMc), 4were at Mayf, Nov. 16(FM), andone female
was onthe Ohio River, Lou, Nov. 27 (BM). The lone report ofa single Red-breasted
Merganser was from the Ohio River, Lou, Nov. 16 (FM). Ruddy Ducks occurred in
large numbers onLPew, with 121, Nov. 11, 55, Nov. 16, and 108, Nov 24 (JH)- 4
were also reported from JC, Oct. 27 (CP). '
Vultures through Cranes —There were several reports of mixed Black and
Turkey Vulture roosts: Murphey's Pond, Hickman Co., ca. 30 Black, 20 Turkey Aug.
23 (BM, MM, BMm); and EBPP, 100 + (approx. 10 Black, rest Turkey), Oct. 24 (LMc,
JC, KCa). Five Black Vultures were also noted ineastern Jefferson Co, Sep. 26, and
7 there, Nov. 26 (JB, PB); 4 were inShelbyville, Shelby Co., Sep. 28 (JB, PB)- 50-80
were present daily at MCFH, Oct. 17-Nov. 18(FB); and85+ were seen at BPS, Nov.
16(KC, HC). TurkeyVulturesweregenerallycommon, witha maximumof120noted
atMCFH, Nov. 6, and 125 + atBPS, Nov. 16 (KC, HC). There were frequent sightings
of Ospreys on Kentucky Lake throughout the season, usually single birds or pairs(CP): singles were also seen at MCFH, Aug. 1-11 (with two on Oct. 9), inHar, Sep.
5 (FB), at the Falls, Sep. 1() and 16 (MS, BM), at OFL, Sep. 16 (AR, TR), and at SD,
Oct. 3 (LMc, KOS field trip); and a maximum of5 individuals were reported at
Patterson Landing, Calloway Co., Oct. 10 (CP). Seventeen Mississippi Kites were in
farwestern Kentucky, Aug. 2,with 14ofthem in Ballard Co. (BM, MM, MS)- 4were
seenalong U.S. #51, N ofWickliffe, BallardCo., Aug. 6 (CP); and 8 adults were on
BWMA, Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMIID. There were several sightings ofadult andimma
tureBald Eagles inwestern Kentucky throughout theperiod; in addition, there were
smgle adults at Clear Creek, Hwy. #70, Hopkins Co., Nov. 9 (D.W. Hancock, Hde
JH), and at Indian Hills, Lou, Nov. 16 (FM, JS). Single N. Harriers were reported
from Trimble Co., Sep. 14 (JA), at SD, Oct. 3 (LMc, KOS field trip), at SWMA, Oct
10 (MS, KOS field trip, with 4 birds there Oct. 9,KC, HC), along Hwy. #79, near
Short Creek, Grayson Co., Nov. 4 (KC), and at Dozier Lake, Hopkins Co., Nov. 15(JH); and 11 were at PHSM, Nov. 6,with 2 noted, Nov. 16 (KC, HC). Single Sharp-
shinned Hawks were seen at Cave City, Barren Co., Aug. 17 (MSt), at NBSP Sep
26 (JB, PB), and nearWestport, Oldham Co., Oct. 11 (BBC field trip); there were 2
at Dan, Sep. 11, and another, Sep. 13 (MM). There were a few scattered reports of
smgle Cooper's Hawks: at Cave City, Barren Co., Sep. 17 (MSt); and onBCNP, Oct.
2 (JB, PB). Apair of Red-shouldered Hawks were present at i^ch throughout the
season (BM, MM); singles were also noted at Hebron, Boone Co., Sep. 12(LMc), at
MCNP, Sep. 28 (MSt), and in southern Jefferson Co., Oct. 17 (KC). Single Broad-
winged Hawks were present at Anch, Sep. 12 and 14 (BM, MM), and at BCNP, Oct.
2 (JB,PB); 5 were overJoe Creason Park, Lou, Sep. 20(JB,PB). Red-tailed Hawks
were fairly common throughout the state duringthe season. The only report ofRough-
legged Hawks were of 2 at PHSM, Nov. 6 (KC, HC). There were several scattered
reports ofsingle Meriins: at the southendofJC, Sep. 6 (MMi), and another there
Sep. 10, perhaps the same bird (MMi, HCh); 5 mi. south ofSmithland, Livingston
Co., Oct. 3 (BM, KL); and at SWMA, Oct. 10 (MS, KOS field trip). There was a pair
ofPeregrine Falcons noted infrequently during theperiod intheLou region: 1at the
Fairgrounds, Oct. 10 (BM, MM); 2 on the K. &L Bridge, Oct. 24 (BM, MM, MS)- 1
at theFalls harassing a large flock ofblackbirds, Aug. 23 (JB, PB); and1there, Nov.
6(BM). The only reportsofWild Turkeys were of1seen and several heard inPennyrile
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State Forest, Christian Co., Aug. 16 (BM, MM, BMIII), and 4 at MCNP, Oct. 16
(MSt); in Rowan Co., the population in the lake area is higher than in the past several
years (FB). Five Soras were observed at SWMA, Oct. 10 (MS, KOS field trip). Am.
Coots were recorded at Mitchell Lake, BWMA (CP), MCFH (FB), CRL (FB) and the
Falls (BM),but the largest nimibers were at LPew, reaching 764, Oct. 22,1200, Nov.
11, 435, Nov. 16, and 400, Nov. 24 (JH). Sandhill Cranes passed through the region
in late Nov., the peak on Nov. 29 with 2000+ over Crescent Hill, Nov. 29 (HS), and
2000-3000 over Highlands, Nov. 29 (A. Karpoff, fide BM), undoubtedly reports of the
same flocks; 24 were noted in Oldham Co., No. 14 (B. Bingham, ffde BM); about 75
were over Lou, Nov. 16 (FM, BBC field trip); 2 were along 1-64, near exit 69, in Scott
Co.,Nov. 24 (MS,TS);and 1was seen along Hwy. #25, Fayette Co.,Nov. 30 (AR,TR).
Shorebirds — Single Black-bellied Plovers were noted at Mitchell Lake, BWMA,
Oct. 14 (CP), and at the Falls, Aug. 23 (JB, PB). There was but one report of Lesser
Golden-Plover, a single bird atSD, Oct. 3 (LMc,KOS field trip). A single Semipalmated
Plover was at BWMA, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS); the species appeared at MCFH on Aug.
22, reaching a peak of 25 on Sep. 12, with a late individual noted on Oct. 17 (FB);
1-2 were at the Falls, Aug. 23-Sep. 27 (JB, PB, BM, MS); and up to 8 were present
at JC and BH, Aug. 28-Sep. 12 (CP). A single Piping Plover was noted at JC, Sep. 1
(CP). Large flocks of Killdeer were at MCFH with 125, Aug. 14 (FB), DD with 100+ ,
Sep. 17 (MM), and on the UKAEF with 300+, Nov. 8 (WD). A single Am. Avocet
was reported at JC, Sep. 15 & 16 (CP). Variable numbers of Greater Yellowlegs were
noted daily at JC, with a maximum of 16 on Sep. 5 (CP); 5 were seen at MCFH, Aug.
28, with 1-2 there through Nov. 18 (FB); 1-2 were present at DD, Oct. 5-9 (MM); a
dozen were at Honker Lake, LBL, Oct. 27 (CP); 2 were at the Falls, Nov. 3 (MS); and
singles were at LPew, Nov. 11 & 16 (JH). Numbers and dates of Lesser Yellowlegs
at JC were similar to those of Greater Yellowlegs (CP); 4 were seen at MCFH Aug.
15, with 3 on Aug. 22 and 1 on Aug. 28 (FB); and singles were recorded fi-om L#9,
Aug. 2 (BM,MM,MS),and Hick, Aug. 22 (BM,MM,BMIII).Four Solitary Sandpipers
were at BWMA, Aug. 2, and 2 on Aug. 22 (BM,MM, BMIII, MS);singles were noted
at MCFH on several occasions, Aug. 6-Oct. 17 (FB); up to six birds were present each
visit to JC (CP); in Dan, 2 were present Sep. 15-Oct. 5 (MM); and 1 was 3 mi. NE
Smithland, Livingston Co., Oct. 3 (BM,KL). A single Willet was present at JC, Sep.
5 (CP). Spotted Sandpipers were reported from scattered localities: 1 was at BWMA,
Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS), and 2, Aug. 9 (CP); 1 was seen at Hick, Aug. 2 (BM, MM,
MS) and 2, Aug. 22 (BM,MM, BMIII); 1-3 were present at MCFH, Aug. 28-Sep. 20
(FB); a single was noted at JC, Sep. 6 (CP); 11 were at LPew, Sep. 8 (JH); 4 were at
the Falls, Aug. 23 (JB, PB), and Sep. 16 (BM); and 2 were at DD, Oct. 6 (MM). A
Ruddy Turnstone in full breeding plumage was observed at JC, Sep. 1 (CP) and Sep.
2 (MMi). Single Sanderlings were seen at L#9, Aug. 2 (BM,MM, MS), at the Falls,
Aug. 23 (JB, PB), at MCFH, Aug. 28 and Nov. 8 (FB), at SD, Oct. 3 (LMc,KOS field
trip), and on OFL, Oct. 22 (AR, TR),; 1-3 were present at JC, Sep. 3-7 (CP, MMi,
HCh); and 2 were at BH, Sep. 12 (HCh, Tom Sherwood, Sherri Sherwood). Three
Semipalmated Sandpipers were at Bon, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS); 15+ were seen at
L#9, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS); 6 were at Mitchell Lake, BWMA, Aug. 2 (BM, MM,
BMni), and 4 there, Aug. 21 (CP); 15 + were noted at Hick, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS),
and 25 + there, Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMIII); up to 5 were present at MCFH, Aug.
5-Oct. 18 (FB); 2 were at Par, Aug. 16 (BM, MM, BMIII); small numbers were present
daily at JC, with a maximum of 16, Sep. 5 (CP); 20 were at BH, Sep. 12 (CP); 6 were
present at the Falls, Aug. 23 (JB, PB), and 1 there, Sep. 16 (BM); and a single was
at Dan, Sep. 18 (MM).There were two Western Sandpipers at Mitchell Lake, BWMA,
Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS); 6 at JC, Sep. 3 (CP); and 2 at the Falls, Sep. 16 (BM). One
White-rumped Sandpiper was at MCFH, Aug. 15 (FB). A single Baird's Sandpiper
was reported from the Falls, Sep. 16 (BM). Least Sandpipers were fairly common,
especially in western Kentucky, where 4 were at Bon, Aug. 2
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(BM, MM, MS), 6 at Mitchell Lake, BWMA, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, BMIH), 10+ at Hick,
Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS), and 15+ there, Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMHI); up to 5 were
present at MCFH, Aug.5-Oct. 17 (FB); 6 wereseen at Par, Aug.16 (BM, MM, BMIII);
15 were at JC, Sep. 4 (CP); 12 were noted at the Falls, Aug. 23 (JB, PB), 2 on Oct.
24 (BM, MM, MS), and 3 on Sep. 16 (BM); and 1 was seen at Dan, Sep. 21 (MM).
Western Kentucky reports of Pectoral Sandpipers were 7 from L#9, Aug. 2 (BM,
MM, MS), 2 from Hick, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS), and 4, Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMIII),
and 5 at Mitchell Lake, BWMA Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS), and again, Aug. 22 (BM,
MM, BMIII); the species appeared at MCFH Aug. 4, reaching a peak of40 on Aug.
15 and 22, and remaining through Nov. 18 (FB); 1 was noted at Par, Aug. 16 (BM,
MM, BMIII); 2 wereat the Falls, Aug. 23 (JB,PB), and 1, Sep. 16 (BM); and high
counts for the state were 70 at JC, Sep. 4 (CP), and 94 there, Sep. 7 (MMi); Dunlins
were present at MCFH, Oct. 17-Nov.8, reaching a peak of 18 birds on the latter date
(FB); 1 was at CEL, Oct. 19 (LMc); 4 were seen at the Falls, Oct. 24 (BM, MM,MS);
2 were observed on the marsh above Wysox Lake, PHSM, Nov. 6 (KC, HC); and
larger flocks were noted at JC with 32, Oct. 27,>40, Nov. 17/19 (CP), and 16, Nov.
6 (HCh, SL). Eight Stilt Sandpipers werepresent at L#9, Aug. 21 (CP); and singles
were noted at JC, Sep. 3 (CP), and Sep. 7 (MMi). Short-billed Dowitchers, identified
by call, were present at MCFh, with 3, Aug. 22 and 4, Aug. 28 (FB).Four Dowitcher
(sp.) were at JC, Sep. 7, but calls were not heard (CP). Com. Snipe were noted at
LPew as early as Oct. 10, with a peak of 13, Nov. 11; the species was also noted at
PHSM, Nov. 6 (KC,HC),and JC, Nov.6and 19 (CP). Asingle Am.Woodcock appeared
at LPew, Nov. 11 (JH).
GuIJs and Terns — One Franklin's Gull was on the Ohio River, Lou, Nov. 1 (JB,
PB); and 5 were at JC, Nov. 6 (CP). Bonaparte's Gulls were present on the Ohio
River, Lou with 9, Oct. 31 (JB, PB), and 5, Nov. 7 (BM); 4 were at JC, Nov. 6 (CP);
a single was seen at A. J. Jolly Lake, Campbell Co., Nov. 7 (LMc); and 10 were noted
at Ghent Power Plant, Carroll Co., Nov. 7 (LMc). The numbers of Ring-billed Gulls
at BD and KD, Aug. 1, was about 15 (BM, MM, MS), but by Aug. 22, numbers had
reached 500+ (BM, MM, BMIII); a single individual was seen at DD, Sep. 23 (MM);
the species appeared at MCFH and CRL Oct. 30, with flocks of 8-35 present through
Nov. (FB); and 4 were seen at DL, Nov. 7 (KN). At BD and KD, 1-4 Herring Gulls
were present Aug. 1 (BM, MM, MS) and Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMHI); a single, strange-
plumaged immature was present at the Falls, Nov. 3-5 (BM, MM, MS), but appeared
to be this species. A single Caspian Tern was noted at a small lake off 1-65 south of
Lebanon Junction, Bullitt Co., Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMIII); 2 were at the Falls, Aug.
23 (JB, PB), with 15 there, Aug. 28 (MS); 1-2 were at JC, Aug. 28-Sep. 23 and Nov.
7 (CP); and a single was at DD, Sep. 15, 17 and 18 (MMX One Common Terns was
observed at MCFH, Sep. 19 (FB). Single Forster's Terns were present at the Falls 1,
Aug. 28 (MS) and on OFL, Sep. 21 (AR, TR); 2-3 were at JC, Sep. 15, and Nov. 16,
17 & 19. Two Least Terns were seen 1 mi. N. Sassafras Ridge, Fulton Co., Aug. 2
(BM, MM, MS); 25 +, including 9 in breeding plumage and 1 in basic plumage, were
at Mitchell Lake BWMA, Aug. 2 (BM, MM, MS), with 23 still there, Aug. 28 (CP);
and 1 was noted at Hick, Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMIII). There were 4 Black Terns,
including 1 in breeding plumage, at BD, Aug. 22 (BM, MM, BMIII); 10 were at MCFH,
Aug. 22, and 11, Aug. 28 (FB); 16 were at JC, Aug. 28, with lower numbers there
through Sep. 12 (MMi, CP, HCh); and 1 was noted on OFL, Sep. 5 (AR, TR).
Cuckoos through Flycatchers — Single Black-billed Cuckoos were at Mad,
Aug. 29 (JH), and BCNP, Sep. 20 (JB, PB). One to two Yellow-billed Cuckoos were
recorded at scattered localities, with the latest report of2 at SWMA,Oct. 9 (KC,LR);a
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young bird out of nest was noted at Middle Creek, western Boone Co., Sep. 12 (LMc).
The only report of an E. Screech-Owl was 1 at BPS, Oct. 25 (KG). One to two Great
Homed Owls were present throughout the season at BPS (KC) and at Cave City,
Barren Co. (MSt). A pair of Barred Owls was occasionally noted during the season
at Cave City, Barren Co. (MSt); 2 were at BPS, Oct. 25 (KC). A single Short-eared
Owl was observed flying at dusk along Hwy. #369, Ohio Co., Nov. 16 (KC, HC). Com.
Nighthawks were conspicuous migrants during the season; 150 + were noted at Anch,
Aug. 30; 229 were counted in one hour at Lou, Sep. 1, and 336 in 35 minutes, Sep.
2 (MS); "several hundred" were seen at Glasgow, Barren Co., Sep. 8 (SK); and the
latest report was of 17 at Dan, Oct. 15 (MS, MM). "Hundreds" of Chimney Swifts
were in Berea, Madison Co., Sep. 16 (AR, TR); 250+ were seen at Lou, Oct. 10 (BM,
MM); and the latest report was of20 + at Dan Oct. 15 (MS, MM). Eight Ruby-throated
Hummingbirds were at BPS, Aug. 11 (KC, HC); and one was noted at LPew, Sep. 10
(JH). Single Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers were noted at Lou, Sep. 30 (KC), MCNP, Oct.
3 (JB, PB), BPS, Oct. 24 and Nov. 30 (KC, HC), 5 mi. N. of Birdsville, Livingston
Co., Oct. 3 (BM, KL), and at Dan, Oct. 3 (MM). One Red-cockaded Woodpecker was
observed near this year's known nesting site in Daniel Boone National Forest, just
east of Cumberland Falls State Park, Whitley Co., Aug. 4 (MS). Single Olive-sided
Flycatchers were reported from BCNP,Sep. 1 (JB, PB), Trimble Co., Sep. 14 (JA),
and MCNP, Sep. 19 (SK, MSt, CM). Several Acadian Flycatchers were still calling
at Murphey's Pond and BWMA, Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMIII). Although E. Phoebes
were fairly common throughout, there was but a single report of 2 at SWMA, Oct. 9
(KC, LR).
Swallows through Vireos—An estimated 10,000 swallows were present in Fulton
Co. from Hickman to L#9, Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMIII), with the following identified:
5,000-1- Purple Msuiin, 150+ Rough-winged, 40+ Bank, 15+ Cliff, 10+ Tree, 50+
Bam. Fifteen Purple Martins were seen at Mad, Aug. 15 (JH). An estimated 250
Tree Swallows were present at MCFH, Aug. 1 (FB); several groups noted at SWMA
totaled 28 + , Oct. 9 (KC, LR). One Bank Swallow was present at SWMA, Oct. 10
(MS, KOS field trip), the latest Ky. record by 8 days. Young Blue Jays out of the
nest being fed by adults were seen at Lou, Sep. 1 (DS). More than a half-dozen Fish
Crows were at BWMA, Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMIII). Two Red-breasted Nuthatches
were in BF, Oct. 21 (MS). Earliest date of arrival ofBrown Creepers was 4 individuals
at BCNP, Oct. 4 (JB, PB). Three Winter Wrens were on BCNP, Oct. 2 (JB, PB); and
singles were at LPew, Oct. 10 (JH), at MCFH, Oct. 17 (FB), and near LaGrange,
Oldham Co., Oct. 18 (MS). The single report of Sedge Wrens was of 3 at SWMA, Oct.
10 (MS, KOS field trip). A single Marsh Wren was observed at BCNP, Oct. 4 (JB,
PB). Earliest arrivals of Cxolden-crowned Kinglets were 2 in Cherokee Park, Lou,
Oct. 2 (JB, PB), 2 at Birdsville, Livingston Co., Oct. 3 (BM, KL), and 1 at Dan, Oct.
6 (MM). Two Ruby-crowned Kinglets were present at Cave City, Barren Co., Sep. 30
(MSt), 4 at MCNP, Oct. 3 (JB, PB), and 6 at BPS, Oct. 10-14,19 (KC). Three Blue-gray
Gnatcatchers were seen feeding young at BPS, Aug. 11 (KC). E. Bluebirds were
widespread, but the only report was of 12 at SWMA, Oct. 9 (KC, LR). Catharus
thrushes were "scarce to nonexistent" in Madison Co. (AR, TR). Two HermitThrushes
appeared at the Falls, Oct. 24 (BM, MM, MS). Eight Am. Pipits were noted at JC,
Sep. 12 (CP); and a single bird was at MCFH, Sep. 27 (FB). A flock of 15-35 Cedar
Waxwings was present at BPS all season (KC); there were also reports from Anch
(BM, MM), MCOT (MSt), and Lou (FM). Two White-eyed Vireos were still calling in
Livingston Co., Oct. 3 (BM, KL). A single Solitary Vireo was noted at SWMA, Oct.
9 (KC, LR). The latest report of Yellow-throated Vireos was of 3 birds at MCNP, Oct.
3 (JB, PB). Single Philadelphia Vireos were observed at BCNP, Sep. 19 and Oct. 2,
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with 2 on Sep. 20 (JB, PB); and 1 was noted at Munfordville, Hart Co., Sep. 27 (SK).
A Warbling Vireo was noted singing at LPew, Sep. 11 (JH).
Warblers — One to two Blue-winged Warblers were seen at BCNP, Aug. 15 and
23 (JB, PB); three were reported from Har, Sep. 6 (FB); 1 was at Anch, Sep. 12 (BM,
MM); and 1 was noted at MCNP, Oct. 3 (JB, PB). Single Golden-winged Warblers
were seen at BCNP, Aug. 23 and 25 (JB, PB), and at MCNP, Oct. 3 (JB, PB). There
was an excellent report of a hybrid '^rewster's" Warbler from Freeman Lake,
Elizabethtown, Hardin Co., Sep. 5 (RH). Tennessee Warblers were common to abun
dant this fall; latest date was of 1 at BPS, Oct. 19 (KC). Single Nashville Warblers
were noted at BCNP, Aug. 15 (JB, PB), and at NBSP, Sep. 26 (JB, PB). One N. Parula
was at BCNP, Aug. 23 (JB, PB), another at Anch, Sep. 1 (BM, MM), and 3 were seen
in Dan, Sep. 23 (MM). Chestnut-sided Warblers were regularly reported, with a late
date of 1 at Birdsville, Livingston Co., Oct. 3 (BM, KL). Magnolia Warblers were
fairly common, with the latest report of 1 from Westport, Oldham Co., Oct. 11 (BBC
field trip). Two Cape May Warblers were seen at NBSP, Sep. 26 (JB, PB). Yellow-
rumped Warblers appeared at MCNP with a flock of 10, Oct. 3 (JB, PB); at Birdsville,
Livingston Co. with a small flock, Oct. 3 (BM, KL); at BCNP with 6, Oct. 4 (JB, PB);
and at Dan with 6, Oct. 5 (MM). Black-throated Green Warblers were fairly common,
with the latest sighting of 1 in Dan, Oct. 5 (MM). Records of Blackbumian Warblers
were of 1 at BCNP, Aug. 15 (JB, PB), 1 at Falls of the Rough, Breckinridge Co, Aug.
30 (KC, LR), 3 at Har, Sep. 6 (FB), and 2 at NBSP, Sep. 26 (JB, PB). Seven Yellow-
throated Warblers were noted at Har, Sep. 6 (FB), and 2 were seen at MCNP, Oct.
3 (JB, PB). A Pine Warbler was singing at Mad, Sep.10-28 (JH); there was 1 noted
at BF, Oct. 21 (MS). Single Prairie Warblers were at the Falls, Aug. 15 (JB, PB),
BCNP, Aug. 23 (JB, PB) and Har, Sep. 6 (FB). A sizeable flock of 60 + Palm Warblers
was noted at Dan, Sep. 24, with 15 there, Oct. 5 (MM); 1 was at MCNP, Oct. 3 (JB,
PB); and 10 were noted at Lou, Sep. 30 (KC). Bay-breasted Warblers were common
during migration, with the latest report of 1 in Lou, Oct. 24 (BM, MM, MS). One to
four Black-and-white Warblers were noted at the Falls, Aug. 22 (JB, PB), at BCNP,
Aug. 15 and 23 (JB, PB), at Harlan, Sep. 6 (FB), and at NBSP, Sep. 26 (JB, PB).
Single Am. Redstarts were noted at Anch, Aug. 16 (BM, MM), and at Cave City,
Barren Co., Sep. 12 (MSt). There were 2 males and one female Prothonotary Warblers
at BWMA, Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMIII). Two Worm-eating Warblers were observed at
Har, Sep. 6 (FB). A single report of Ovenbird was of 5 birds at NBSP, Sep. 26 (JB,
PB). Single N. Waterthrushes were on BCNP, Sep. 20 and Oct. 2 (JB, PB). Kentucky
Warblers were noted at BCNP, Aug. 15 and Aug. 23 (JB, PB). A Mourning Warbler
was present on BCNP, Sep. 20 (JB, PB). There was but a single report of Com.
Yellowthroat, 1 at SWMA, Oct. 9 (KC, LR). Four Hooded Warblers were seen at Har,
Sep. 6 (FB), 1 was at NBSP, Sep. 26 (JB, PB), and 2 were at MCNP, Oct. 3 (JB, PB).
Single Canada Warblers were recorded from BCNP, Aug. 23 (JB, PB), and at Indian
Fort Mountain, Madison Co., Sep. 24 (AR, TR). A Yellow-breasted Chat was observed
at Murphey's Pond, Hickman Co., Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMIII).
Tanagers through Finches — Single Summer Tanagers were noted at BD, Aug.
22 (BM, MM, BMIII); at Murphey's Pond, Hickman Co., Aug. 23 (BM, MM, BMIII);
in Anch, Sep. 1 (BM, MM); and 5 mi. N. of Birdsville, Livingston Co., Oct. 3 (BM,
KL); and 3 were seen at Har, Sep. 6 (FB). A Scarlet Tanager was at Falls of the
Rough, Breckinridge Co., Aug. 30 (KC, LR); a winter male was seen at Birdsville,
Livingston Co., Oct. 3 (BM, KL); and another winter male visited a feeder atPendleton,
Trimble Co., Nov. 22 & 23 (JA), the latest Kentucky record by three weeks. Rose-
breasted Grosbeaks were fairly common, with an early record at Middle Creek Park,
western Boone Co., Aug. 15 (LMc), and the latest report from Mad, Sep. 28 (JH). A
Blue Grosbeak was observed at Dan, Sep. 15 (MM). Indigo Buntings were common.
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with the latest report ofa single bird atEBPP, Oct. 24 (LMc). Twosinging Dickcissels
were in eastern Carlisle Co., Aug. 23 (BM, fiM, BMIII); 1 was noted at SWMA, Oct.
10 (MS, KOS field trip). The latest report of Chipping Sparrows was of several in
BF, Oct. 21 (MS).A single Vesper Sparrow, several Savannah Sparrows, and a Gras
shopper Sparrow were noted at SP, Oct. 24 (MS, MM). A Sharp-tailed Sparrow was
at SWMA, Oct. 10 (MS, KOS field trip), for the fifth Kentucky record. One Fox
Sparrow appeared at the Falls, Oct. 24 (BM, MM, MS). Two Swamp Sparrows at
GRCP, Oct. 27 (BS), appears to be the earliest report. White-throated Sparrows
arrived at BCNP with 4, Sep. 23 (JB, PB), and at Middle Creek Park, western Boone
Co., Sep. 26 (LMc). An adult White-crowned Sparrow was in northeastern Lou, Oct.
19 (AS), and one was at GRCP, Oct. 27 (BS); a flock of 30-35 were present at CRL,
Oct. 23-Nov. 1 (FB). The earliest reports for Dark-eyed Juncos was of 1 at Prospect,
Oldham Co., Oct. 13 (FM), and 2 at Anch, Oct. 15 (BM). Two Bobolinks were at the
Falls, Oct. 5 (MS), and 2 were at SWMA, Oct. 10 (MS, KOS field trip). A single
Brewer'sBlackbii^was present ina flock of15 Rusty Blackbirds nearMcElroy Lake,
south of Bowling Green, Warren Co., Nov. 21 (MS).A calling N. Oriole was present
at BD, Aug. 22 (BM, MM,BMIII). Purple Finches appear to be scarce this year; the
species was heard at Mad, Oct. 11-12 (JH), and there were singles at Lou, Oct. 25
(JB, PB), and at Anch, Nov. 23 (BM,MM). House Finches were abundant and continue
to increase in numbers locally. Pine Siskins appeared at EBPP with 3, Oct. 24 (LMc,
JC, KCa); 1 was at Berea, Madison Co., Nov. 21, with 18 there, Nov. 26 (AR, TR);
and 1 was an Anch, Nov. 28 (BM). An adult Am. Goldfinch was feeding bob-tailed
young out of the nest at Pendleton, Trimble Co., Oct. 2 (JA).
Contributors — Jon Ahlquist (JA), Jane Bell (JB), Pat Bell (PB), Fred Busroe
(FB); Joe Caminiti (JC), Kathy Caminiti (KCa), Hap Chambers (HCh), Herbert Clay
(HC), Kathryn Clay (KC), Dona Coates (DC), Wayne Davis (WD), James Hancock
(JH); Richard Healy (RH), Steve Kistler (SK), Sally Leedom (SL), Kenneth Leggett
(KL)],Fred Mansmith (FM),LeeMcNeely(LMc), Cap Middleton (CM),Michael Miller
(MMi), Burt Monroe, Jr. (BM), Burt Monroe HI (BMIII), Mark Monroe (MM), Kelly
Nickles (KN), Clell Peterson ((3p), Lene Rauth (LR), ArtRicketts (AR), Tina Ricketts
(TR), Helga Schutte (HS), Bemice Shannon (BS),Anne Stamm (AS),Jack Still (JS),
Michael Stinson (MS),Tanya Stinson (TS),Mitchell Sturgeon (MSt),Don Summerfield
(DS).
— P.O. Box 23447, Anchorage 40223, and 9101 Spokane Way, Louisville 40241.
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MID-WINTER BIRD COUNT
1992-1993
Reports of 25 counts were received from across the state. A total of 124 species
was recorded on count days, 109 of which are represented on the table. Those species
observed on count days that are not represented on the table include: Red-throated
Loon (Land Between the Lakes), Eared Grebe (Green River Lake), Cattle Egret
(Burlington), two Blue-winged Teal (Lexington), Red-breasted Merganser (Land Be
tween the Lakes), Merlin (Sorgho), Sandhill Crane (Falls of the Rough), Least
Sandpiper (Land Between the Lakes), Franklin's Gull and Glaucous Gull (Land Be
tween the Lakes), CommonBam Owl (Lexington), Long-eared Owl (Paradise), Gray
Catbird (Louisville), Palm Warbler (Danville), and House Wren (Louisville, southern
Indiana portion). A Peregrine Falcon (Louisville) and a Lesser Black-backed Gull
(Land Between the Lakes) were observed during the week of the count. In addition,
a "pink-sided" form of the Dark-eyed Junco (Oregon Junco) was observed at the T.apd
Between the Lakes on count day. There were seven more species observed this year
compared with last.
The temperature extremes reported for count days were 66®F on January 3 and
IS^F on December 26. The average daily temperature during the count period was
40°F, which was rather mild and about the same as last year. The mild weather
might have accounted for the fact that Canada Goose, Mallard and American Black
Duck numbers were about the same as last year, but lower than the year before last
when December temperatures plummeted to record breaking lows. Numbers of Lesser
Scaup and Gadwall increased, whereas, numbers of WoodDuck and Green-winged
Teal decreased. Nimibers of Hooded and Common Merganser continued to increase
significantly. American Coot numbers increased from 138 last year to 1897 this year.
The number of Gulls and raptors remained relatively unchanged with the exception
of Rough-legged Hawks which declined in number. American Robins, Cedar Waxw-
ings and Yellow-rumped Warblers were clearly difficult to find this year throughout
the state. Perhaps these species numbers were lower due to the scarcity of Juniper
cones. Winter finch species were also hard to find. House Finch and House Sparrow
numbers seem to have leveled off.Once again, it seems as though no large blackbird/
starling roosts were encountered in count areas. The number of Eastern Bluebirds
(1949)was up compared with the number last year (1715),thus continuing the growth
trend. Horned Lark numbers were diminished significantly, 602 last year compared
with 291 this year. Other observations of interest have already been addressed above
or can be found in the comments accompanying the description for each count.
In order to be included in the count and considered for state record status,
documentation needs to be considered by the Kentucky Bird Record Committee
(KBRC)for unusual sightings. Two species observed during the count but not included
in this report remain to be confirmed by the KBRC. Documentation forms will be
sent to those compilers on whose count rare species were observed.
Thanks are sincerely extended to all participants, particularly those who submit
ted verification forms for unusual sightings and those who included interesting com
ments about their counts.
BALLARD/SWAN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS (all points within a 15-
mile diameter circle, center Ballard County Wildlife Management Area.) Habitat:
Ohio River fioodplain, bottomland hardwoods, open cultivated fields with occasional
cypress sloughs and open water. Dec. 19; 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Sky cloudy to overcast
all day; temp. 35 F to 53 F; Wind SE, 6 m.p.h. All water open.
One observer in 1 party. Total party-hours 7 (1.5 on foot, 5.5 by car). Total
party-miles 66 (1 on foot, 55 by car). Total species 48; total individuals 17,006.
Observer: Gerald Burnett (compiler).
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GALLOWAY COUNTY (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Doug
las Cemetery.) Habitat 20% lake shore and streams, 20% deciduous and pine woods,
25% urban and residential and 35% pastures and open fields. Jan. 2; 6:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 26 F to 50 F; wind ESE, 1-3 m.p.h.
Fourteen observers in 7 parties. Total party-hours 54 (20 on foot, 34 by car).
Total party-miles 360 (16.5 on foot, 253.5 by car). Total species 81; total individuals
11,650.
Observers: Phyllis Brines, Wally Brines, Hap Chambers (compiler), Russell Daw-
son, Veronica Dunn, Joe Tom Erwin, Rick Hokans, Sally Leedom, Sally Mills, Mike
Miller, Carl Mowery, Clell Peterson, Shari Sherwood and Tommy Sherwood Wendell
Webb.
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle,
center Pisgah Bay Picnic Ground.) Habitat lake and stream shores 40%, deciduous
and pine woods 22%, overgrown and cultivated fields 28% and residential and small
business 10%. Dec. 19; 6:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sky overcast all day; temp. 35 F to 52
F; wind W, 8-12 m.p.h. All water open.
Twenty three observers in 9 parties. Total party-hours 64 (45 on foot, 19 by car).
Total party-miles 412.5 (25.5 on foot, 387 by car). Total species: 97. Total individuals:
15,326.
Shorebirds, tern, Franklin Gull at Jonathan Creek; Red-throated Loon, Glaucous
Gull, Pine Warbler, LeConte's and Chipping sparrows were in the dam area; "pink-
sided" Junco and Greater Scaup were on Kentucky Lake Drive.
Observers: Wally Brines, Happy Chambers, James David Chiles, Kevin Downs,
Joe Tom Erwin, Melissa Fielder, Dan Frisk, Melvin Frisk, Bob Head, Rick Hokans,
Sharon Hutchinson, Ruth Jacquot, Sally Leedom, Robert Lewis, Carl Mowery (com
piler), Don Parker, Clell Peterson, Wendell Peterson, Ed Ray, Shari Sherwood, Tom
Sherwood, Pat Wallace, Steve White.
MARION (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Forest Grove.)
Habitat open fields, woods, creeks, river bottom and river. Jan. 3; 6:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 54 F to 66 F; wind S, 5-15 m.p.h.
Four observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 16 (14 on foot, 2 by car). Total
party-miles 24 (4 on foot, 20 by car). Total species 35; total individuals 1,766.
Observers: C. L. Frazer (compiler) and Jackie Frazer, Jim Frazer and Nina Marie
Frazer.
SORGHO (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Ky. 279-S and
Audubon Parkway.) Habitat open fields, weeds, thickets, backyard arid Ohio River.
Jan. 2; 8:00 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 32 F to 43 F; wind 5-10 m.p.h.
Sixteen observers in 5 parties. Total party-hours 41.25 (18 on foot, 23.25 by car).
Total party-miles 156 (12 onfoot, 144 by car). Total species 51; total individuals 5,190.
The Merlin was seen by Bert Powell and John Humphrey.
Observers: Frances Bell, Tony Eaden, Joe Ford, Janet Howard, John Humphrey,
W.T. Perkins, Joyce L. Porter, Bert Powell, Millie Powell, Anna Lee Stevenson,
Tommy Stevenson, Marilee Thompson, Donna Wilson, Ed Wilson (Compiler), Elinor
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YELVINGTON points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center KentuckyHigh
way405andjunction at Route662at Yelvington, Ky.) Habitat OhioRiverBottoms,
BlackfordCreek,Carpenter's Lake, DaviessCountyFish and GameFarm, and feeders
at Powell's and Ray's. Dec. 19;8:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 42 F to 50
F; wind 5-10 m.p.h. Poor visibility.
Twelveobservers in 4 parties. Total party-hours 20 (3 on foot, 17 by car). Total
party-miles 36 (10 on foot, 26 by car). Total species 46; total individuals 1,318.
Very poor showing of waterfowl. Also absent were several species that we nor
mally would have found. The finding of 35 Eastern Bluebirds is of note. We should
have found many Homed Larks in the extensive fields in the river bottoms, but we
did not find a single one. Altogether a discouraging count.
Observers: Joe Ford, Jan Howard,Dr. Michael Kavolus, Amy Lee, A. L. Powell
(compiler), Millie Powell, Carol Ray, Marshall Ray, Marvin Ray, Maudie Ray,
MariLee Thompson and Wendell Thompson.
HANCOCK COUNTY (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Pates-
ville.) Habitat woodland, openfields and creekbottom. Jan. 3; 7;20 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Sky overcast; temp. 45 F to 48 F; wind 10 mph. Strong gusts of wind.
Two observers in 1 party. Total party-hours 6 (6 on foot, 0 by car).Total party-
miles 8 (8 on foot, 0 by car). Total species 18; total individuals 90.
Observers: Roseann Radzelovage (compiler) and Walt Radzelovage.
PARADISE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center at Hopewell
Cemetery in southern Ohio County.) Habitat 30% grasslands,20% woodlands, 20%
farmland, 20%brushy edges and fields, 10%lakes and streams. Dec. 27; 5:00 a.m.
to 5:15 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 20 F to 4] F; SW, 0-10 m.p.h. Light to moderate
showers in late afternoon; 1-2 inches of snow on the ground.
Eight observers in 4 parties. Total party-hours 35.5 (17 on foot, 18.5 by car).
Totalparty-miles 277(4onfoot, 273bycar).Totalspecies 80;total individuals16,916.
Late afternoon showers brought most birding activity to an early end. A Prairie
Falcon was seen on the afternoon prior to the count, but could not be located on count
day. Raptor totals were about average except for Rough-legged Hawks, which were
very scarce (only 6 compared with previous low of 18 and previous high of 33). The
long-eared Owlwas seen at the Muhlenberg Countylocation where the species has
been found on past counts. Wild Turkeys were seen by two parties. The two Pine
Warblerswereobserved in widely separatedlocations, onein eachcounty. Berry-eat
ing species (e.g., American Robin, Cedar Waxwing, Yellow-rumped Warbler) were
absent or observedin lownumbers and winter fincheswereveryhard tofindor absent.
Observers: Jane Bell,Pat Bell,Robert Dever,TonyEaden, Diane Ebel, Brainard
Palmer-Ball, Jr. (compiler), Don Parker, and Joyce Porter.
BOWLING GREEN (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Three
Springs,six milessouth ofBowling Green. Habitat deciduous forests20%, fieldsand
pastures 70% and town and parks 10%. Dec. 21; 4:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sky cloudy;
temp. 26 F to 49 F;wind NW, 0-3 m.p.h. Light fizzle in late p.m.
Six observersin 3 parties. Total party-hours 10.75(2.25 onfoot,8.5 by car). Total
party-miles 77 (5 on foot, 72 by car). Total species46; total individuals 2,450.
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Observers: Amy Bruenderman, Lester Doyle, Blaine Ferrell (compiler), Dick
Lord, Wayne Mason, Betsy White.
MAMMOTH CAVENATIONALPARK (center and habitat as described in 1980.)
Dec. 20; 6:15 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 38 F to 43 F; W, 0-8m.p.h.
Three observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 13.25 (3.25 on foot, 10 by car).
Totalparty-miles91.5 (8.5 onfoot, 83bycar). Totalspecies 37; totalindividuals513.
Observers: AmyBruenderman, Blaine Ferrell (compiler), WayneM. Mason.
GLASGOW (center and habitat as described in 1986.)Jan. 1; 6:45 a.m. to 4:15
p.m. Skyheavily overcast; temp. 32 F to 40 F; N, 5-10 m.p.h.
FourobseiT^ers in 3parties.Total party-hours 25.5 (12 onfoot, 13.5 bycar). Total
party-miles 83.5 (11.5 onfoot, 72by car). Total species 61; total individuals 2,637.
It was a difficult day for birders in that most birds were holdingtight to cover
and were hard to flush. The most exciting find was the immature Bald Eagle at
Bailey's Point (Barren River Reservoir), but the most interesting find was theoverly
anxious Barred Owlthat "attacked" the pull-over ski hat ofone ofour observers and
ripped off the little white ball! Duck hunters were plentiful at the reservoir and
apparently hadforced allofthewaterfowl into a secluded cove between thePeninsula
boat ramp and Bailey's Point.
Observers: Marquita Gillenwater, Wayne M. Mason (compiler). Dr.Russell Starr
and Frank Wade.
FALLS OF THE ROUGH (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center at
the intersectionofKy.Hwy. 54and U.S. Hwy. 79,Short Creek,Kentuckyin Grayson
County.) Habitat cultivated fields, old fields, woodlands, river bottoms, streams,
Rough River Lake, watershed lakes and ponds. Dec. 19; 5:00 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Sky
clear at 5:00 a.m., cloudy fi-om 6:00 a.m. on; temp. 35F to 55F; wind S, 0-5 m.p.h.
Four observers in 4 parties. Total party-hours 21 (4 on foot, 17 by car). Total
party-miles 191 (3 onfoot. 188 by car). Total species 70; total individuals 2,184.
Observers; HerbertClay,Kathryn Clay,TonyEadenandJoycePorter (compiler).
HART COUNTY (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Craddock
Road and (heralds Lane.) Habitat fields, woodland, Green River, and a large pond.
Dec. 21; 6:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sky overcast; temp. 28 F to 35 F; wind calm.
Six observers in 1 party. Total party-hours 10 (5 on foot, 5 by car). Total party-
miles 70 (4 on foot, 66 by car). Total species 48; total individuals 1,863.
Observers: Bruce Bardin, John Brittain, Carol Friedman, Steve Kistler (com
piler), Randy Seymour, and Mitchell Sturgeon.
GREENRIVERLAKE(all points within a 15.milediameter circle,center Green
River Memorial Church, Taylor County, Kentucky.) Habitat large and small lakes,
ponds, open fields, woods, brushy fields, riverbanks, feeders androadsides. Dec. 26;
7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sky clear; temp. 15 F to 34 F; wind 0-5 m.p.h. Ground had
about 2-3 inches of snow cover; roads were icy.
Foiu* observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 12 (6 on foot, 6 by car). Total
party-miles 49 (6 onfoot, 43 by car). Total species 54; total individuals 3,778.
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Observers: Lloyd Curry (compiler), Richie Kessler, Marianne Moore and .Tim
Sheepman. Feeder watchera=Sarah Durham, Sonya Kessler, TerryMill and Lettie
Moore.
OTTER CREEK PARK (all points within a 15-miIe diameter circle, center as
described in 1972.) Habitat brushy fields 22%, woodlands 30%, farmland 34%, ponds,
creeksand river 14%. Dec. 12;8:00 a.m. te 4:30p.m. Sky cloudy all day: temp.40 F
to 50 F; wind S, 7-10 m.p.h.
Eleven observers in 5 parties. Total party-hours 39.5 (14 on foot, 25.5 by car).
Total party-miles273.5 (8.5 on foot, 265 by car). Total species 51; total individuals
3,238.
Species count was way below normal (51 compared with 61 in 1991 and 66 in
1990).Blackbirdswere completely missing exceptfor sevenBrown-headedCowbirds.
The adult Bald Eagle was observed by Schutte and Lawrence. Eastern Bluebirds
(192) and American Goldfinches (181) were more abundant than normal. Northern
finches were scarce. American Kestrel's were at a high total of 33.
Observers: Mary B.Bauer, Lloyd Curry, Wayne Dahl, Mike Erik, Frank Krull,
Jr., John Krull, Celia Lawrence, Fred Mansmith, Doxie Neonan, Jim Pasikowski
(compiler) and Helga Schutte.
BERNHEIM FOREST (center and habitat as described in 1974.) Jan. 1; 7:45
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 25 F to 28 F; N-NW, 0-10 m.p.h. Water mostly
open; light snow fiurries during the day.
Ten observers in 5 parties. Total party-hours 35 (20 on foot, 15 by car). Total
party-miles 220 (10 onfoot, 210 by ear). Total species 62; total individuals 5,085.
Red-breasted Nuthatches were presentin low numbers, waxwings wereabsent
andwinter finches, most notably Purple Finches, were missing. The dreary day was
probably responsible fora lower-than-normal number and variety ofraptors.
Observers: Jane Bell, Pat Bell, Steve Figg, Richard Healy, Jr., Chris Knight,
Celia Lawrence, Tim Love, Brainard Palmer-Ball, Jr. (compiler), Lene Rauth and
Tony Smith.
LOUISVILLE (all points withina 15-mile diameter circle, centerjet. Hwys. 42
and 22,as described in 1972.) Habitat as described in 1972. Dec. 20;7:30a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Sky overcast; temp. 35 F to 42 F; windN, 5-20 m.p.h.
Thirty-two observers in 11 parties. Total party-hours 89(46 onfoot, 43 bycar).
Total party-miles 530 (40 onfoot, 490 bycar). Total species 83; totalindividuals31,423.
Numbers of individuals were more than twice last year, primarily due to the
presence of a local blackbird/starling roost near the count area. High counts were
established for Eastern Phoebe (3) and House Finch (532), thelatterspeciescontinuing
itsdramatic population explosion. Rarest birds were a House Wren andGray Catbird,
both ofwhich have occurred previously; both were seenbymultiple andexperienced
observers under excellent conditions.
Observers: Garrett Adams, Win Ahrens, Janet Aylward, Mary Bauer, David
Beckman, Jane Bell, Pat Bell, Julie Campbell, KathrjTi Clay, Robert Dever, Bo
Johnson, Frank Krull, Jr., JohnKrull, Colin Lindsay, Tim Love, Fred Mansmith,
Jim McFarland, Bxpt Monroe III, Burt Monroe, Jr. (compiler), Mark Monroe, Dot
Muntan, Martha Pike, Bob Quaife, Lene Rauth, George Rodgers, Ginny Rommel,
Helga Schutte, Anne Stamm, Mike Stinson, Don Summerfield, Midge Susie and
Major Waltman (Beckham Bird Club).
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SHELBYVILLE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center 0.75 miles
south of U.S. 60 and Guist Creek Lake on KY Highway 714.) Habitat elevation
640'-1190', farm land, fallow land, residential, wooded and grassland. Jan. 3; 8:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Overcast, misty rain; temp. 48 F to 56 F; wind S, 10-15 m.p.h. Damp
gray day.
Five observers in 3 parties. Total party-hours 22 (3 on foot, 19 by car). Total
party-miles 292 (3 on foot, 289 by car). Total species 49; total individuals 5,470.
Starlings were eveiywhere. No mistaking the male Pintail, nor the Mallard x
Black Duck hybrid which was with 5 Mallards, four Black Ducks and a Pintail. It
had a greenish head with a Black Duck's body.
Observers: Iris Brown, Todd Brown and W. H. Brown (compiler), Peggy Der-
ryberry and James Derryberry.
FRANKFORT (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center as described
in 1972.) Habitat as described in 1977. Dec. 19; 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky clear in
a.m., cloudy in p.m.; temp. 35 F to 53 F; wind SW, 8-20 m.p.h.
Thirteen observers in 6-7 parties. Total party-hoiu's 27.75 (11 on foot, 16.75 by
car). Total party-miles 198.5 (7.5 on foot, 191 by car). Total species 47; total individuals
3,137.
Observers: James Derryberry, Margaret Derryberry, Peggy Derrybeny (com
piler), James Durell, David Fairchild, JefT Fairchild, Scott Hankla, Pat Hankla,
Virginia Honaker, Chris Hoskins, Margaret LaFontaine, Janie Price and Tim Wil
liams.
KLEBER WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AM]A (all points within a 15-mile diame
ter circle, center and habitat as described in 1977.) Jan. 2; 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sky
cloudy; temp. 28 F to 39 F; wind E, 7-10 m.p.h.
Six observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 28 (13.5 on foot, 14.5 by car). Total
party-miles 174 (12 on foot, 162 by car). Total species 40; total individuals 1,538.
Observers: W. P. Caine, W. H. Brown, Margaret Derryberry, Peggy Derryberry
(compiler), Jeannie Suchanek and Tim Towles.
LEXINGTON (all points within a 15-mile diameter cicle, center East Hickman
Church and Tates Creek Road.) Habitat woods, fields, urban parks, city reservoir,
Kentucky River, steams, pastureland and feeders. Dec. 19; 5:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sky
overcast a.m., light rain p.m.; temp. 40 F to 53 F; wind S, 8.1 m.p.h. Unseasonably
warm.
Fifty observers in 10 parties. Total party-hours 86 (34.5 on foot, 51.5 by car).
Total party-miles 503 (33 on foot, 470 by car). Total species 82; total individuals 10,263.
Observers felt that the warm weather caused dispersal with lower numbers
overall. There were 12 feeder watchers and 38 observers in the field.
Observers: Gwen Babbage, Jo Bisk, Beth Bisk, Earl Boggs, Mabel Boggs, Sonny
Boggs, Rose Canon, Manton Cornette, Ruth Davis, Phyllis Deal, Ed Demoll, Lyda
Feck, Tom Filardo, Jean Flynn, Michael Flynn, Jonathan Glixson, Donna Jackson,
Irma Johnson, Ruby Johnston, Walter Johnston, Lou Kirkland, Terri Koontz, Mike
Lomton, Betty Maxson,Robert 0. McNeece.Bob Morris, Mark Morgan, Carla Mulcher,
Charlotte Parsons, Steve Peavy, Glenn Raliegh, Art Ricketts, Tina Ricketts, Philip
Roca, Ed Seller, Mary Snyder, Richard Stoffer, Mary Strong, Chuck Susie, Michelle
Susie, David Svetich, Marie Sutton, Andrew Uterhart, Marion Uterhart, Sally
Wasielewski (compiler), Clara Weiland, Jim Williams, Jim Wilson, Bemice Wood
and Ben Yandell.
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DANVTTjLE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Boyle County
Courthouse.) Habitat water/edge 12%, urban 4%, cultivated 11%, field/fence 46%,
wooded/edge 25% and feeder 2%. Dec. 19; 8:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. Sky partly cloudy
a.m. to cloudy in p.m.; temp. 40 F to 54 F.
Twenty-five observers in 8 parties. Total party-hours 67 (24.5 on foot, 42.5 by
car). Total party-miles 531 (27 on foot,504 by car.) Total species 68; total individuals
30,693.
Observers: Ed Caldwell, Spencer Closson, Bob Corcoran, Ginny Eklund, Neil
Eklund (compiler), Tobin Foster, Mrs. Tom Foster, Mort Hoagland, Tom Kearns, J.
W. Kemper, Gail Manning, Tom McKune, Alex Nichols, John B. Nichols, Robert
Pendygraft, Liz Perkins, Herb Petitjean, Margaret Rimstidt, Jim Roessler,Joe Rus
sell,RalphSchiefferle, GregSimmons, Joan Smith,CharlesVahlkampand Maynard
Van Horn.
BURLINGTON (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center at Camp
Michaels near Union, KY.) Habitat woodland and forest edge 30%, fjirmlfind and
fields 30%, streamsand river 35% and residential 5%. Jan. 2;6:00 a.m. to 6:15 p.m.
Sky cloudy; temp. 25 F to 36 F; windSW, 0-10 m.p.h. All water open.
Fourteen observers in 4 parties. Total party-hours36.5(22on foot, 14.5by car).
Total party-miles193(11onfoot, 182bycar).Total species63;total individuals 3,194.
Best finds included a white-phase Snow Groose at the East Bend Power Plant
and an extremely late Cattle Egret found at the edge of a wooded farm pond in
western Boone County.
Observers: Brenda Bellamy, John Bellamy, Vivian Brun,Joe Caminiti, Kathy
Caminiti, Elaine Carroll, Kevin Flowers, Diane Markesberry, Lee McNeely (com
piler), Carmen Schulte, Tommy Stephens, Ralph WilmhofF, Steve Wilmhoff and Gil
bertZembrodt. FeederwatcherswereBarbBeckerich,Pat CarrollandMarjorie Hill.
WARSAW (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Gallatin County
Courthouse.) Habitat river and shore 35%, openfield and farmland 30%, woodland
and forest edge30% and residential 5%. Dec. 19;7:30a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky cloudy;
temp. 39 F to 52 F; wind SW, 5-10 m.p.h. All water open.
Sevenobservers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 15 (5 on foot, 10 by car). Total
party-miles 181 (3 on foot, 178 by car). Total species58; total individuals 1,821.
The vulture flock at the GhentPowerPlant wasdown from recent years, though
more Turkey Vultures were present. Many common specieswere found in unusually
low numbers.
Observers: Joe Caminiti, Joey Caminiti, Kathy Caminiti,Frank Lewandowski,
Lee McNeely (compiler). Tommy Stephens and Gene Wolfe.
PERRY COUNTY (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Sam
Campbells Branch, PerryCounty.) Habitatmixed upland forest, disturbed bysurface
mining (reclaimed). Dec. 27; 6:30 a.m. to 8:00p.m. Sky clear to cloudy; temp. 23 F;
wind calm.
Oneobserver in 1 party. Total party-hours14 (12onfoot, 2 by car).Total party-
miles 15. Total species 29; total individuals 325.
Good number of most common species. Didn't find somespecies that I know are
there, such as Wood Duck, American Robin and Yellow-rumped Warbler.
Observers: Don Spencer (compiler).
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SECOND REPORT OF THE
KENTUCKY BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE
By Burt L. Monroe, Jr., Secretary
This report is the second annual one of the Kentucky Bird Records Committee
(hereafter KBRC), covering actions completed during the calendar year 1992. The
committee's primary charge is to determine the validity of records ofrare birds within
Kentucky, to maintain the documentation materials for these records, and to publish
annually a summary of the deliberations of the KBRC. During 1992, the KBRC
consisted of the following five members: Blaine Ferrell, Fred Loetscher, Burt Monroe,
Jr. (Secretary), Mike Stinson, and Anne Stamm.
In 1992, there were four rounds of circulations through the KBRC involving 10
cases (including completion of three started in 1991). Thus, there were 10 individual
records finalized in 1992, and the report of these follows.
Accepted records:
Aechmophorus occidentalis. WESTERN GREBE. (#92-7] March 8, 1992, Green
River Lake, Taylor County. Seen by others, including on March 1 by a KBRC member
(MS). Although not photographed, all observations are consistent with facial pattern
for occidentalis, not clarkii (KC, JE).
Gavia arctica/pacifica. ARCTIC/PACIFIC LOON. [#92-4] May 3, 1992, above
Kentucky Dam, seen from U.S. 62, Marshall County. Seen following day by several
other observers. Nothing in documentation suggests either species, although likely
a Pacific Loon and perhaps even the individual photographed in 1991 (MS,BM, MM).
Podiceps grisegena. RED-NECKED GREBE. [#91-2] November 9, 1991, "Ash
Pond" formed by Dix Dam at K.U. Plant, near Burgin, Mercer County (FL, WK).
Plegadis sp.? WHITE-FACED/GLOSSY IBIS. [#91-16] October 23,1991, Minor
E. Clark Fish Hatchery, Rowan County (MH, LK). This bird was also seen (and
photographed) by many other observers through 1November; determination to species
was not possible, but most KBRC members believed it likely a Glossy Ibis (P. falcinel-
lus). [First Kentucky record of the genus supported by photographic evidence.]
Tyrannus forficatus. SCISSOR-TAILED FLYCATCHER. [#92-5] April 30,1992,
along Rt. 7 immediately S/SWofdam forming Grayson Lake, near Corps ofEngineers
visitor center, Carter County. Bird was originally discovered by Bemie McCloud, on
April 27, and subsequently observed by others (MS, FB, DC). [First record from
Cumblerland Plateau region of eastern Kentucky.]
Vermivora '7anTencej."LAWRENCE'S WARBLER.[#91-15] May 11,1991, Set
ter Road, 300 feet from Big Bone Creek Road, Boone County (CS, VB, SQ).
Pipilo chlorurus. GREEN-TAILED TOWHEE. [#91-6] May 6-9,1992,401N. 6th
Street, Central City, Muhlenberg Coxmty. Photographed (JN, SN, MN, BM,MS,BPB,
AS, FS, DS). [First Kentucky record.]
Ammodramas leconteii. LE CONTE'S SPARROW.[#92-1] November 13, 1991,
west side of Owsley Fork Reservoir, along Madison/Jackson county line (MS, BN,
BPB).
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Observers: Vivian Brun (VB), Fred Busroe (FB), David Chaffin (DC), Kathryn
Clay (KC), Sherry Dietz (SD), Jackie Elmore (JE), Michael Heam (MH), William
Kemper (WK), L. Kornman (LK), Fred Loetscher (FL), Burt Monroe (BM), Mark
Monroe (MM), Jenny Neace (JN), Markus Neace (MN), Susan Neace (SN), Barry
Nichols (BN), Brainard Palmer-Ball (BPB), Carmen Schulte (CS), Anne Stamm (AS),
Fred Stamm (FS), Mike Stinson (MS), Don Summerfleld (DS).
Rejected records:
Egretta tricolor. TRICOLORED HERON. [#91-3] July 13,1991, near Mammoth
Cave Ferry, Green River, Edmonson County. Documentation was considered not
definitive, especially with regards to the rarity of the report for a species not yet
documented from Kentucky.
Phalaropus fulicaria. RED PHALAROPE. (#91-17] November 13, 1991, 8321
Cedar Creek Road, Fern Creek, Jefferson County. Documentation not definitive,
although late date favors this species; first reported as a Wilson's Phalarope
(Phalaropus tricolor), then a Red-necked (Phalaropus lobatus). Accepted by the KBRC
as a "phalarope (sp.)."
The current official "Kentucky List" stands at 345 species (14 of which are by
sight record only), with the Plegadis Ibis and Green-tailed Towhee added since last
year's report.
We still have the one major problem confronting the committee: the failure of
persons to submit records ofrare Kentucky birds to the committee. At the fall meeting
of the Kentucky Ornithological Society, the KBRC was made a permanent standing
committee of the Society. Thus, reports of birds on the mandatory Review List will
not be published in the Kentucky WarWer unless under review by the KBRC. Please
send all required reports (or those any observer wishes evaluated) to the Secretary
of the KBRC, Burt L. Monroe, Jr., P.O. Box 23447, Anchorage 40223.
A BIRD COUNT AT CUMBERLAND GAP
NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK
Wayne H. Davis AND James M. Williams
Numerous reports (e.g. Askins, et al., 1990; Briggs and Criswell, 1978; Hall,
1984; Holmes, et al., 1986; Johnston and Winings, 1987; Leek, et al., 1988; Morton
and Greenberg, 1989; Robbins, et al., 1989; Terborgh, 1989) have documented the
dramatic decline of our summer woodland birds that migrate to the Neotropics. One
striking exception is the study by Wilcove (1988) that found no decline in the 1980's
as compared to the 1940*s in Great Smoky Mountain National Park. This finding
brings into question the popular hjTJothesis that the decline is due to land clearing
in the Neotropics.
An alternate hypothesis is that the decline is due to forest fragmentation (Blake
and Karr, 1984; Lynch and Whigham, 1984; Robbins, 1979; Terborgh, 1989). The
dramatic increase in cowbirds this century and the fact that cowbirds seldompenetrate
the deep forest but heavily parasitize nests near the forest edge (Brittingham and
Temple, 1983) supports the h3T)othesis offragmentation as do studies that show nest
predation heavier near the forest edge than in the interior (Wilcove, 1985; Yahner
and Scott, 1986).
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Thus it seems important to get counts in the interior of some other extensive
unbroken forests. At Cumberland Gap National Historical Park, a forested area of
over 20,000 acres (8,094 ha), broken only by the 75 acre (20 ha) clearing of Hensley
Settlement, counts of summer resident birds were done on 48 miles (77 km) of trail
in 1978 and 1979 (David, et al, 1980). We tried to duplicate one of these counts.
On 6 June 1992 Park Service personnel delivered us at Hensley Settlement
where we started a count at 8:45 AM. We hiked the 4.5 mile (7.2 km) Shillalah Creek
trail, ending at 12:15. Davis, et al., (1980) made the same count 8 June 1979 from
9:00 AM to 12:30. We "moved at a steady rather brisk pace, recording on a check
list all birds heard or seen, and stopping to listen each time we heard a bird not
immediately recognized," repeating the method described in Davis, et al., (1980).
Numbers of birds recorded 8 June 1979 followed by the numbers recorded 6 June
1992 were: Yellow-billed Cuckoo 0,1; Chimney Swift 1,0; Pileated Woodpecker 0,3;
Downy Woodpecker 0,1; Great-crested Flycatcher 0,1; Eastern Phoebe 1,3; Eastern
Wood-Pewee 0,1; Blue Jay 0,1; American Crow 2,2; Carolina Chickadee 0,1; Tufted
Titmouse 0,3; Wood Thrush 2,2; Solitary Vireo 2,3; Red-eyed Vireo 15,25; Black-and-
white Warbler 9,3; Worm-eating Warbler 2,1; Black-throated Green Warbler 0,2;
Black-throated Blue Warbler 7,3; Chestnut-sided Warber 3;0; Ovenbird 58,42; Hooded
Warbler 14,5; Canada Warbler 2,0; ScarletTanager 3,10; Indigo Bunting 12,2;Rufous-
sided Towhee 5.2.
Based on these numbers we found no indiction of a decline in Neotropical mig
rants. The small differences found may have been chance deviations or natural popu
lation fluctuations. The declines of Chestnut-sided Warblers, Indigo Buntings and
Rufous-sided Towhees were probably due to succession of some brushy mountain top
habitat into dense deciduous forest. The Black-throated Green Warblers were not
new. They were at the same site the species was found in 1978 (Davis, etat, 1980).
We think it would be interesting to duplicate more of the counts made by Davis,
et al., Eight of their trails, totaling 44 miles (70 km) are through dense xmbroken
forest. These range in length from 1.4 to 9 miles (2.2 to 14.4 km). We will coordinate
an effort to make these counts Sunday, June 6, 1993. We would like to hear from
people who have good hearing, know the bird songs and would like to participate in
this voluntary effort. We hope to make this an annual event.
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NEWS AND VIEWS
K.O.S. SPRING MEETING
The spring meeting ofthe Kentucky Ornithological Society will be held at Barren
River State Resort Park, April 30-May 2. Anyone wishing to make a presentation
(approximately 15 minutes) Friday evening please contact Mr. Fred Busroe, UPO
1352, Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky 40351 (Phone 606-783-2951
or 606-784-5661). Please plan to attend and make your reservations early.
LOUISVILLE CHAPTER NEWS
The Beckham Bird Club, Inc., of Louisville completed another successful year of
varied activities in 1992. On 1 January Brainard Palmer-Ball, Jr. again coordinated
and compiled the BemheimForest ChristmasBird Countto leadoffour busiestyear
in recent memory.The highlight of this count was the GoldenEagle. The new year
also began with the reformation of a Kentuckiana Bird Alert telephone chain for
BBC members. During Februa^ Dr. Burt Monroe, Jr., AOU checklist chairperson,
presented a program onthe controversies overthe useage ofEnglish namesforbirds.
Wealsobeganrating the strenuousness ofour fieldtrips that month.Dr.Jon Ahlquist
of the Universityof Louisville was the guest speaker at the annual dinner meeting
in March. He spoke on his topic of special interest, DNA and research and avian
taxonomy, and addressed questionsof howbirds are related to one another. K.O.S.
coimcillor, Dr.,HerbertClax presented an April,program onhummin^irds^We also
introducedanew"field trip toTecumseK Wildlife Sanctuaryin southernliidmna;The
highlight was a Great Blue Heron rookery with30nests. New officers were elected
inMayduringtheannualbusiness meeting. Theprogram addressing avianmorbidity
and mortality was given by Dr. Jim McCammon. The BBC joined the Louisville
Audubon Society for the annual breakfast and spring bird walk. The second annual
BBC bird-a-thon fielded five teams and raised funds to be used to create a songbird
garden at theFalls ofthe Ohio StatePark Interpretive Center. Asecond project with
the LouisvilleMetroZoo brought a peregrinefalconrestoration specialist to Louisville.
The annual June BBC picnic washeldat the OldhamCountyCivic Centerand nature
Preserve. Theprogram in July addressed the rare Kirtland's Warbler. Visitation by
orphaned baby birds and memberslides comprised the August program. In August
birding pickedup and weekly fieldtrips to the Falls ofthe Ohiobeganour migration
season. Beargrass Creek State NaturePreserve wasthe siteofthe September Break-
fast-with-the Birds event with our Louisville Audubon Society guests. K.O.S. secre
tary-treasurer, and BBC member, Mike Stinson presented a program on sparrow
identification which he complemented with museum skins, slides and handouts. The
BBC president addressed chapter issueswith the K.O.S. board of directors at the
annual fall K.O.S. meeting. Robert Anderson ofthe Minnesota based Raptor Resource
Project spoke to the club in October about his survey ofpotential Peregrine Falcon
nesting sites in downtown Louisville. Peregrine Falconsare in the area and nesting
will be encouraged by the placementof nesting platforms. His visit was sponsored
by the BBC and Louisville Metro Zoo. Raptor rehabilitation was the subject of the
November programand in December the Partners in Flight projectand neotropical
migrants werediscussed in detail.Duringthe December ChristmasBirdCountperiod
BBC members conducted and compiled counts in Louisville, at Otter Creek State
Park and at the Paradise surface mines area.
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During 1992 the BBC conservation arm worked with the Louisville Metro Parks
management to rescue the Nettleroth Sanctuary in Cherokee Park from further
destruction by off-road bicycle riding. We assisted the Klondike Elementary School
start development of a bird sanctuary on the school property. Membership totals 234
and the club conducted forty-one field trips during the year.
The Beckham Bird Club, Inc., of Louisville mourned the death offoxir members
since summer. Ms. Doris Garst passed away on September 21. Mr. Frank X. Krull,
Sr., a past BBC president, died in October. Frederick W. Stamm, husband of Anne
and a former treasurer of K.O.S. and BBC, died on November 18. Mr. Brainard
Palmer-Ball, Sr., passed away suddenly on November 29. All these individuals con
tributed immensely to the education and development of young birders and'bifding
in general. We share their loss with their families. __ . '
Submitted by Fred T. Mansmith, BBC President.
